The ethos of Systems Biology as big science

Big Science - a characteristic feature of systems
biology?
How and why does it matter?
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What are the characteristic features of systems
biology?
- The question targets the issue of why systems biology is
worth doing
- What the ethos of systems biology is
Structure
- Ethos – formative for action
- Big science in biology
- Ethos of systems biology as Big Science
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Ethos as a normative crossover term
• Ethos: the moral character captured in defining set of
features of a person, institution or practice – including
aspirations
• Ethos: referring to characteristic features of a practice crossover:
– epistemic concern: What systems biology is as a scientific
judgment – or aspiration
– normative concern: Why systems biology is worth pursuing

Normative consern of ‘academic’ research (truth seeking)
differ from ‘post-academic’ research (enabling capacity).
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Ethos – researching what gives direction to
research activities.
• Ethos includes the story of our self (self evaluations) that we
also communicate to others (how we want them to view us)
• Ethos is therefore formative for action (choices, directions)
and collaboration structures (recruitment, enrolment)
• Ethos may be more or less articulated – more or less well
argued: weak or strong
• Attempts to articulate the ethos of a practice intervenes in the
practice as it targets questions of the worth of the practice
• Researching the ethos is to engage normative realities that
give direction to ongoing research activities
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Investigating characteristic features of
systems biology - epistemic concerns
Science - as - knowledge

Science – as –practice

Theoretical characteristic features

Pragmatic characteristic features

– Reductionism vs holism
– Dynamic vs static molecular
interactions

– Work units
– Social organisation
– KM structures enabling
information commons

Researching the ethos of science – is to investigate scientific activity
as a human practice.
Ethos focuses on particular practices – ethos of systems biology
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Systems biology as big science?
Characteristic feature -formative
for action:

+ Questions

“emergent biological system
properties that result from
interactions between molecular-,
cellular-, organ- and organismiclevel components and structures”
What are the characteristic features of the required research systems?
How does systems biology characteristically distinguish itself
from previous varieties of biotechnology research?
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Seems worthwhile to note its character of being big science, and
how it differs from earlier big science efforts

Big science
Big science
inevitable?
Social and scientific
imperatives

Ethos - and its
epistemic and
normative
concerns
Alvin Weinberg 1961
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Big Science – large working units –
- designed in support of a specific scientific aim
“The particle accelerator was designed primarily as an attempt to produce
the ‘Higgs boson’ “

20 years
8000 scientist
85 countries
27 km Circumference
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“Academic research”

Big Science of HGP
Characteristic features – formative
for action.
• Epistemic concern: potential of sequencing the genome
Characteristic features:
– large scale technological facilities designed to achieve the goal
– biology becoming a “computational analytical science” – facing challenge of
bridging a gap between “real world” of biology and precise “logical” nature
of computing (Lander).

• Normative concern: the projects’ capacity to empower other
sectors (future health, food supply economic welfare ..)
Characteristic features :
– ELSA studies: HGP promised to make a difference for the daily life of
citizens that were not necessarily judged as desirable
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National Research Council report (1993). “National collaboratories”,
Cook-Deegan, Robert. 1995, Lander et.al. 1991. "Mapping and Interpreting Biological
Information," Commun. ACM 34(11):33-39.

Big Science of post-genomics
Characteristic features - formative for action

• Epistemic concerns: “emergent biological system properties that result
from interactions between [..] components and structures”

Characteristic features
– Building infrastructures (biological material, raw data, knowledge databases).
Biobanks, MGED or Gene-ontology concortium, EBI …
– Alignment of local laboratory practices that are to feed into and rely on shared
common resources (including adjusting to new way past scientific
achievements are represented and finding new ways to ensure reliability )
– Computation and biology. Augmenting the brain, restructuring traditional
ways of storing, sharing, communicating, assessing and mobilize knowledge

• Normative concerns: Practical outcomes of projects
Characteristic features
– Context driven – post-academic: Alignment of research, industry and politics
– ELSA studies by default
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Friend & Norman Nat.biotek (31) 2013 297pp
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Context driven
Medicine – possible formative role in building of infrastructures

“A defining feature of personalised medicine will be its capacity to
integrate complex information from multiple data sources and to
generate a usable output to support the health of individual
citizens.” (ESF- report)

PM vision prospect of progressive capacity
to utilise biological
information
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Link biomarkers
to treatment

In silico models of
individual patients

Characteristics features of big science
Physics
• One big work unit
• Centralised
• Clear scientific formative
aim
• Self-contained as science
• Theory driven (academic
science)
• Philosophy of ‘eternal’
questions
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Biology
• Multiple, flexible large and
small work units
• Decentralised
• Multiple formative scientific
and social aims
• Convergence of sciences
• Context driven (post
academic science)
• ELSA of urgent matters

Puzzling feature of natural science
• The smaller the object of study
– the larger the experimental systems tend to become

• The bigger the structures
– the more political it needs to be to fulfil normative
requirements: why is it worth pursuing – really.
• The smaller the objects of study
– the more the world has to be transformed, socially,
materially, economically, politically in order to acquire
knowledge about the objects.
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Ethos of systems biology as big science
• Large resources: Demand larger mandate from
society
• Large collaborative structures: alignment of ethos
of various practices - become ‘socially robust’ all
by themselves?
• Empowerment: Make available common resources
locally (everywhere)
• Vulnerability: scientific risk of standardisation and
alignment
• Power play: what gets the key role of being the
motor for biotechnology (like PM) – giving
directions to the work of building the
biotechnological “machines to make the future”
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